
LIVE FREE CAMP SMART

#BEDIFFERENT



The T@B’s wetbath models allow you enjoy 

the lite footprint of teardrop 

camping but without sacri� cing your own personal toilet and shower. Complete with led 

lights, mirror, raindrop style glass door, shower head, toilet and access panel, this little 

wetbath covers all of the bases. Each come standard with the signature Alde heating 

package, 11 gal. fresh water tank, 6 gal. black water tank and 19 gal. gray water tank. 

The 19"  LED TV is relocated from the door side to the shower wall – with recessed 

panel. The air conditioning unit in any wetbath model is moved from the � oor to the 

ceiling and encased in a birch frame.  

When a model with a wetbath is selected, the sleeping 
space is not compromised in any way. Additionally, 
the rear overhead cabinetry, LED lighting, speakers 
and electrical components stay consistent as well.

The kitchen in the S offers a good deal of space with 
sink, glass-top stove, 3-way fridge, 12v/110/usb 
outlets, LED lighting and overhead cabinetry that 
provides storage while also housing the TV control 
panel. The operational front window with privacy 
screen allows for a gentle night breeze or fresh air 
into the kitchen.
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The clamshell 
provides the largest cooking area and storage capabilities within the T@B line. It is 

perfect for those that really enjoy doing nearly everything outdoors. The typical kitchen 

is equipped with a custom sink/2 burner stove combo, 12v Fridge, silverware drawer, 

T@B-logoed cutting board, 12v and 110 outlets, 19"  LED TV, indoor/outdoor speakers 

and remote control.  breakaway
� om � e ordinary
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floorplans

The original T@B � oor plan, which got its 
name from the U-Shaped seating area, 

features the largest sleeping space complete 
with overhead cabinetry in the rear. The front of 
the trailer offers an embedded sink, glass-top 
stove, wardrobe and cabinetry and/or a fridge.

Do you like to pack a lot of stuff? Then 
the L is for you. The L-shaped countertop 

not only features the most counter space in the 
kitchen area (which comes complete with sink, 
stove and cabinetry) but the most cabinet space 
in the rear of the trailer as well – where there is 
� oor to ceiling cabinetry.

What do you get when 2 T@Bs fall in 
love? A true hybrid of the L & U � oor 

plans, the Q offers the kitchen features from 
the front of the L, while providing the sleeping/
dining area from the U. Those superlatives have 
made the Q a very popular choice.

Having a tough time committing without 
a bathroom? The S offers the traditional U 

kitchen and sleeping areas, but exchanges the 
wardrobe and AC for a wetbath. Please note, the 
sleeping area is not compromised whatsoever as 
the AC is mounted on the wall. 

Do you love the outdoors a little 
more than the average Joe? Then 

the CS is for you! The Clamshell model originates 
from the traditional teardrop design where 
kitchen is contained in the back hatch. The front 
of the trailer features a bench & wardrobe in lieu 
of the standard kitchen space.

Whoever said you can’t have 
your cake and eat it too? 

Take the CS and S and you get a clamshell with 
a wetbath! Now you can enjoy all of the bene� ts 
of the clamshell with the convenience of a toilet 
and shower. As with the S, the shower replaces 
the wardrobe and AC.
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Sight and Sound– AM/FM/DVD Stereo with 
Bluetooth™ streaming audio, 12v, 19” LED TV and 
speakers provide a great entertainment center for 
all of your audio and video needs.

Alde System– This revolutionary heat system 
not only provides hot water but central heat 
as well. Easy to maintain, the Alde functions 
on either LP or 110 power. Alde System – This 
revolutionary heat system not only provides hot 
water but central heat as well. Easy to maintain, 
the Alde functions on either LP or 110 power.

Front Window– This popular option not only 
brings more natural light into the camper but it 
also offers the option to prop open the window 
and let the fresh breeze blow in. Complete with and let the fresh breeze blow in. Complete with 
custom screen and shade.custom screen and shade.

3-Way Fridge–
This versatile 
1.7 cubic foot 
fr idge/freezer 
can operate off of 
12 volt, LP or 110 
power. Unit is not 
available in the 
outdoor clamshell 
kitchen.

·Features are standard on select models and packages. They may not be available on all units based on design.·Features are standard on select models and packages. They may not be available on all units based on design.

Portal Window– This side window is the same  This side window is the same 
size, and located in the same place (opposite size, and located in the same place (opposite 
wall), as the portal window on the door. Comes wall), as the portal window on the door. Comes 
equipped with custom window shade.equipped with custom window shade.

Air Conditioning– Even with a 3-speed, dual 
direction fan, there are times and places that just 
need a cool blast of air for you to stay comfortable. 
This 5000 btu AC does just the trick!

Model
T@B

U, S, L, Q
T@B

CS, CS-S
Dry Weight (lbs.) 1670 1760
Tongue Weight (lbs) 155 165
Fender to Fender (in.) 80 80
Exterior Height (in.) 89 89
Overall Length (in.) 182 180
Inside Width (in.) 71 71
Inside Height (in.) 69 69
GAWR 2900 2900
GVWR 2800 2800

·Published weights do not include all options. 
Total, fully equipped, weight is approximately 
10% more of dry weight.

·All tongue weights are indicative of weight 
without battery or full LP tank.

·Actual specs and weights are subject to change 
without notice.

·Heights and widths displayed are at max.

Specs optional features

live wi� 
contrast
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Most T@B models feature the U-Shaped dinette. The back of 

the main seat and table top both collapse to transform 

into a generous 70"x73" sleeping area. Every T@B interior, no matter the package 

selected, comes complete with real birch cabinetry, acrylic double-paned windows, 

custom accordion-style shade/screen combo, LED lighting, 3 speed/dual directional 

fan, faux stainless table top and your choice of cushions. 

The kitchen in the Q and the L provides the most counter 
space of any T@B model. In addition to the glass 2-burner 
cooktop and sink, the kitchen area provides 12v, 110 and 
USB outlets, LED lighting, faux stainless countertops, 
overhead cabinetry and ample storage. The AC and and 
3-Way Fridge are popular options that are built directly 
into the cabinetry. The front window allows light to � ood 
into the trailer while giving you a great view of the grounds 
where you are camping.

The kitchen in the U and S features a smaller counter area 
but compensates with either a closet (U) or wetbath (S). 
When the Bluetooth™ stereo or entertainment center is 
selected, the control panel is embedded in the overhead 
cabinetry. Every entry door is framed with a custom, sliding, 
accordion-style screen door.

do the unconventional

MODELMODEL
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accessories

2015

Tent–  Add some more living space to your T@B 
with this 12' x 7' x 8' custom screen-room. It also 
comes with 2 windows, a door and sealed � oor.

Awning– Are you looking for heavy duty performance from Awning– Are you looking for heavy duty performance from Awning–
a light weight shelter? This roomy 13' x 8' x 8' awning does 
the trick – and packs down small to 8" diameter by 30"

Visor– Looking for the perfect addition for your 
T@B? This visor slides into the keder rail - just like 
the tent and awning – and provides you just the 
right amount of shade to sit back and relax.

colors

Hazelnut Sunset Pebble Wine

Scuba Black

Polar White Silver Frost

Pipeline Blue

Fabric Options

Body Colors

Trim Colors

Black

Silver

Blue

White

Orange

Yellow

Red

two new, exclusive 
upgrade packages

Give your T@B a customized, upscale 
feel with the SOFITEL package.

 · Re� ned Exterior Silver Metallic Sidewalls

 · Deluxe Assist Handle Lit with Inscription

 · Custom Alloy Wheels

 · Upscale Cabinetry & Hardware

 · Glass-top Sink with Folding Faucet

 · Tailored White Table & Counter tops

 · Contemporary Silver Interior Walls & Ceiling

 · Yacht Inspired Flooring

 · Custom 2-Toned Ultra-Leather Cushions

 · Accent Lighting Above Windows

Get off the Pavement! Transform your T@B 
with the OUTB@CK package.

 · 5 Piece ABS Off-Road Assembly Package

 · Yakima™ Roof Rack with Cargo Basket & Off-Road Spare

 · Pitched Axle, Off-Road Tires & Rims – 1' Clearance

 · Custom Radiused Diamond Plate Tongue Box

 · Aluminum Front Utility Platform

 · Cargo Netting Above Windows

 · Uber Tough Marmoleum Flooring

 · Solid Gray Cushions

Unavailable in the Clamshell Floor Plans

Actual colors 
may vary slightly 
from swatches 

shown
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Your Local Dealer

supreme Quality & Service
Our main priority at Little Guy Worldwide & Pleasant Valley is to build the highest quality 

and most practical teardrop trailer on the market. All of the materials and components that 

we employ are carefully selected with function, aesthetics and quality in mind. We strictly 

adhere to NFPA and Z240 guidelines and incorporate multiple quality control checkpoints 

of our own during the build. When each trailer has been completed, it is put through a 

comprehensive 88 point inspection process. Just as important as the initial build is how 

we handle our customers on the post-purchase. Every issue, without exception, is openly 

accepted and examined to ensure that the owner is 100% satis� ed with their trailer. We 

pride ourselves on listening to you and ensuring that you are truly a happy camper!

Dealer Body
Our dealer body is the lifeblood of our organization. We encourage customers 

to purchase locally. Each dealership is independently owned and operated – free 

from any corporate requirements. Purchasing from your local dealer has multiple 

bene� ts. First and foremost, it allows a long and meaningful relationship to form. 

From the time of purchase to servicing your trailer to trading it in for your next 

one, your dealer will be best suited to take care of you. Whether it is proximity, 

state regulations or simple ‘teardrop tips’ your experience will be enhanced with 

a local connection. If you ever should have the need for upgrades or warranty 

work, the vast majority of our dealers can take care of that for you as well.

Little Guy Worldwide
4122 Erie Avenue SW
Massillon, Ohio 44646
www.golittleguy.com

toll-free 877.545.4897 · local 330.791.7117

thank you We appreciate your interest in the T@B teardrop travel trailer. When you purchase a teardrop, you are doing more than simply 

buying a trailer – you are buying the lifestyle.  There are a few things to remember: 1) You will be very popular wherever you go 2) less is more and 3) size does matter.

In parting, a teardrop trailer allows you to ‘live free,’ ‘camp smart’ and perhaps most importantly, ‘be different.’

It is pleasant to have been to a place the WAY A RIVER WENT.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU


